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What is

CWY

Every child's progress

is measured, supported

and celebrated
A

Assessments provides every
child’s diagnosis.

VERSUS
VERSUS

Progress Program

ASSESSMENTS

* It is important that the person supervising the iVERSUSi Assessments is from a different
class and section than the one teaching this subject in the class taking the assessment.
This ensures better standardisation and validity of the results from this survey. There are
no awards for accomplishments. Certificates are given for progress between two
surveys: Baseline and Progress taken some eight to ten weeks apart.
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CWY Personalised
Targets, Smart Study
Plans & Strategies lead
to better
self-knowledge. They
help every child
progress more

Suitable for all class sizes, big and small.
Reduces teacher workload.

TEACHERS

PARENTS

STUDENTS

Class level report, help teachers address within
school variability.
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A Progress Survey
documents progress.
Toshifa’s results improved
from 47% to 91% in just 8
weeks using the iVERSUSi
Smart Plans and Perbooks

GLOBAL CLASSROOM

Time

8 Punctuality
Global Classroom is a
program of personalised
and accelerated learning
that is informed by
worldwide research and

To: Six-Part Perfection
Books in a subject

OLD SCHOOL
OF THOUGHT

MATHEMATICS

Measures, Shape and Space
Shine like a star with

Dr Sunita Gandhi

Time 8

Tier

PhD, Cambridge University, UK
President, Council for Global Education, USA
Lead Worker, Global Dream Campaign for Literacy

Punctuality

Six-part Perfection Books are focused on perfection of
each part. Overall, students cover more in a year.
They look forward to each new perfection book. These
link better to a child’s psychology and their short
time horizons.
Teacher Manual is integrated as teacher pages at the
beginning of every chapter. Teachers feel supported.

CWY Personalised Study
Materials called Perbooks
match every child’s
personal needs exactly and
are given as personalised
homework. Remedial action
& enrichment are thereby
personalised to every
child’s individual needs.

Celebrate Progress!

From: One Year Long
Textbook in a subject

Tier

PROGRESS REPORT
Average Score

Personalised enrichment materials matched with
each child’s personal needs like a glove to the hand.

Perbooks are a perfect way to address the remedial
and enrichment needs of all children whether at the
top or bottom of a class in a subject. Given as
personalised homework, Perbooks reduce teacher
workload at the same time as make learning more
targeted to individual needs. Instead of being told
your child is weak, they the parents have the
Perbooks to help their child improve in areas of
weakness, or go beyond class level in topics they are
good in.
i VERSUS i

Topics Not Yet Understood

Individual child centric targets, smart study plans.

PERFECTION BOOKS

Perbooks

Topics Somewhat Understood

Ensures every child’s progress.

Not just textbooks but

MATHS

Topics Mostly Understood
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PERBOOKS
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PARENTS

TEACHERS

Children learn many life
skills in the process, for
example, team work,
leadership, resourcefulness, sharing,
presentation, planning,
survey and time
management.

My work has reduced
and my efﬁciency has
doubled.

We guarantee
improvement of
every class in
schools that take up
the Global
Curriculum

www.cwyglobal.com
info@cwyglobal.com
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